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SYNTHESES OF THE CADDIO ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORD

Timothy K. Pertula

The pursuit of Caddio archaeological research over the last 100+ years has led to considerable gains during that time in the understanding of such research issues as settlement patterning, subsistence change and diet, health and adaptive efficiency, sociopolitical organization, ceremony and ritual, iconography, and exchange networks among the Caddio peoples and their past communities (see Girard et al. 2014). Much of this has been the result of intensive cultural resource management investigations in southwestern Arkansas, northwestern Louisiana, eastern Oklahoma, and East Texas, along with focused archaeological research projects conducted by university archaeological programs and state and regional archaeological societies. The years ahead promise to continue to shed new light on the character and understanding of the ca. A.D. 850-1850s Caddio archaeological record.

Despite these hard-won gains in our understanding and explanation of the Caddio archaeological record, Caddio archaeological research investigations remain almost exclusively parochial and state-bound (i.e., based on the detailed analyses of particular sites or groups of sites in a regional locality). Large scale syntheses (i.e., macro-regional in scope and crossing state lines) and grand challenges (e.g., Kintigh et al. 2014) of the Caddio archaeological data are needed if we are to ever fully appreciate, detail, and refine the character of the native histories of Caddio peoples. As in the Southwestern United States and the study of ancestral Pueblo communities through successful large scale and multi-year synthetic research and accompanying creation of databases—as in the Chaco Research Archive, the Southwest Social Networks databases, and the Village Ecodynamics Project—the "ability of scholars to pursue synthetic research depends on the commitment of the... archaeological community to make project data available in state archaeological record files, museums, and burgeoning digital repositories" (Schachner 2015:56, 84).

While considerable steps have been made by the Caddio archaeological community in creating databases of archaeological data, more efforts along these lines are still needed. There are large and specialized digital Caddio databases being cumulatively developed concerning such things as radiocarbon dating of features and archaeological deposits, vessel documentation and digitization, ceramic sherd databases, databases of the instrumental neutron activation analysis and petrographic analysis of Caddio ceramic vessels and sherds, as well as the distribution of novaculite artifacts—and there are surely others—but these efforts need to be expanded to reach across state lines and individual researchers to extend their full use and capabilities for Caddio archaeologists. Just as importantly, we also need the collaboration of scholars working in all parts of the Caddio archaeological area on large-scale and major research questions, so as to be able to actively engage in the comparison of the variable regional character of the Caddio archaeological record in material culture expressions, social and political practices, use of landscapes, subsistence strategies and use of cultivated plants, interaction with neighbors, and the tempo of cultural changes. The synthesis of the stylistically diverse Caddio ceramic wares across the Caddio area would seem to be tailor-made for studies of ancestral Caddio social networks and social identities that rely on large regional ceramic datasets (see Collar et al. 2015; Mills et al. 2015), but such social network syntheses wait to be done.

If large-scale syntheses of the Caddio archaeological record are important to undertake, how can the collaboration of Caddio archaeologists be encouraged? How can databases of specific sets of information be created, designed, and shared between Caddio archaeologists working on common research problems? I think the Caddio Conference Organization (CCO), the CCO’s website (www.caddoconference.org), and the annual Caddio Conference have very important roles to play in fostering a research climate where “big” syntheses can be developed through both short-term and long-term project collaborations and database (spatial and
analytical) compilations. As a non-profit organization, the CCO can and should develop research projects of varying scopes that would rely on the collaboration of CCO members working in different regions on research questions and problems of mutual interest and making such information and datasets accessible on their website or other platforms; the CCO should represent the broader shared interests of its members, most of whom are archaeologists. The Caddo Conference could and should be a venue where such research goals, questions, problems, and projects of interest can be identified and developed, perhaps in discussion and roundtable forums, or in more informal discussions. To my mind, the Caddo Conference should be much more than simply 20 minute presentations and Caddo dances. What I would suggest is now needed is a much stronger thematic or topical component to the Conference, one where related archaeological papers can be organized that focus on themes or topics of broad and mutual interest (i.e., ancestral Caddo social networks), and also focus on the publication of the papers, perhaps in the *Caddo Archeology Journal* or other publication venues.

Who knows what the future of Caddo archaeology will hold, or what kinds of new and improved understandings of the Caddo archaeological record will come in the years ahead. Without expending effort in large-scale syntheses of ancestral Caddo archaeology, we will not be taking full advantage of the richness of our knowledge of Caddo native history.
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